Funding Opportunities (from the past 7 days)

For previous funding opportunities, see
http://teesresearch.tamu.edu/funding-opportunities/

LIMITED SUBMISSIONS
If you would like to receive all notices of limited submission opportunities, please email shelly.martin@tamu.edu. Note that if you are on this list, you will receive any and all announcements, whether or not they apply to you. All limited submission opportunities are also posted on the VPR’s site.

Limited Submission American Diabetes Association Pathway to Stop Diabetes – Email of Intent Due April 4, 2016; Internal Proposal Due April 11, 2016

DOD
Air Force Fiscal Year 2017 Young Investigator Research Program (YIP) (link)
FY16 Ovarian Cancer Research Program (OCRP) (link)
Breast Cancer Breakthrough Award Levels 3 and 4 (link)
Next Generation Social Science (NGS2) (link)

DOE
Addressing Risk and Uncertainty in the Future Power System (link)

NIH
The Early Detection Research Network: Biomarker Developmental Laboratories (U01) (link)

NSF
US Ignite: Networking Research and Application Prototypes Leading to Smart & Connected Communities (link)
Small Business Innovation Research Program Phase I (SBIR) (link)
Small Business Technology Transfer Program Phase I (STTR) (link)

Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)
Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad Fellowship Program CFDA Number 84.022A (link)

TEES/Engineering/Division of Research
Upcoming Events

See also http://teesresearch.tamu.edu/events/ for a complete listing and links to handouts/presentations

TEES Research Development

Register Now
NSF CAREER and Other Young Investigator Programs Webinar
March 30, 2016
9:30 a.m. - 12 p.m. CST
Registration required

Other Opportunities

NSF Broader Impacts Workshop
March 24, 2016
2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Henderson Hall, Room 103
Registration required

Save the Date
Texas A&M ENG-Life Workshop
April 29, 2016
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Engineering Technology Building (ETB), Room 2005

Spring 2016 NIH Regional Seminar
May 11-13, 2016
Baltimore, MD
Renaissance Baltimore Harborplace Hotel
Registration and Information

Science of Team Science (SciTS) 2016 Conference
May 16-19, 2016
Phoenix, Arizona (Hyatt Regency Hotel)
Information and Registration

Fall 2016 NIH Regional Seminar
October 26-28, 2016
Chicago, IL
Palmer House Hilton Hotel
The National Security Science and Engineering Faculty Fellowship (NSSEFF) program is sponsored by the Basic Research Office, Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (ASD [R&E]). NSSEFF supports basic research that may lead to extraordinary outcomes such as: revolutionizing entire disciplines, creating entirely new fields, or disrupting accepted theories and perspectives. It is the Defense Department’s largest single-investigator program.

NSSEFF provides extensive, long-term financial support to distinguished university faculty and staff scientists and engineers to conduct basic research. As defined by the DoD, basic research is “systematic study directed toward greater knowledge or understanding of the fundamental aspects of phenomena and of observable facts without specific applications towards processes or products in mind. It includes all scientific study and experimentation directed toward increasing fundamental knowledge and understanding in those fields of the physical, engineering, environmental, and life sciences related to long-term national security needs. It is farsighted high payoff research that provides the basis for technological progress.” The DoD’s basic research program invests broadly in many scientific fields to ensure that it has early cognizance of new scientific knowledge.

Tenured professors, staff scientists and engineers from accredited U.S. doctoral degree-granting academic institutions may apply for NSSEFF. Approximately 10 fellows will be selected each year, and each will receive up to $3,000,000 over 5 years.

The NSSEFF program started in 2008 with 8 fellows, and now has grown to 38 fellows. The complete list of Fellows along their research projects can be found: NSSEFF_Fellows.pdf

How to apply:
All applicants are required to submit a scientific white paper package. Selected finalists may submit full proposals. Three letters of recommendation from people familiar with the applicant’s achievements will be required for the finalists. Full proposals will be reviewed by technical experts internal and external to the DoD. Full details of application and submission information for the most recent FOA for the NSSEFF Competition can be found at the Grants.gov website. Search for NSSEFF.

If there are any discrepancies between the information on the website and that contained in the FOA, the FOA will be followed. It is recommended that you check for amendments to the FOA before submitting your proposal.
For more information and to view the latest results of the 2015 competition for NSSEFF, please visit the [website](#).

**Contacts:**
Dr. Jiwei Lu, NSSEFF Program Manager  
Basic Research Office, ASD (R&E)  
E-mail Address: jiwei.lu.civ@mail.mil

The Office of Naval Research (ONR) administers the NSSEFF program.  
Dr. Ellen Livingston, NSSEFF Program Manager  
Office of Naval Research  
E-mail Address: ellen.s.livingston@navy.mil

Prepared by TEES Research Development under the auspices of the Associate Agency Director for Strategic Initiatives and Centers. For questions, email [researchnews@tees.tamus.edu](mailto:researchnews@tees.tamus.edu).